We Interview Mike Albert

Michael Albert

I have been on a manhunt: I have been trying to find the phantom of Mike Albert from administrative office to dean's office and back, trying to discover something more than rumor, folk tales, and here worship. I have read newspaper articles, both pro and con, attempting to determine the feelings of his fellow students toward Mike Albert and trying to figure out what it was that has made him the stuff of political legend.

Mike Albert's career at MIT began unexpectedly enough: he pledged ARP, a freshman and spent a relatively quiet first year. In his own writing he describes his decision to leave the fraternity after that year as his "first truly political act," and views it as a rejection of his former mode of life. He first brought himself to the attention of the dean's office during rush week of his sophomore year when he reportedly sat in front of a AEP turning freshmen away from the house.
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